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DASH MOUNTED 

IGNITION SWITCH 

3/4" Mounting Hole 

Switch with Synergy Bezel 
and Accent Rings 
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DASH MOUNTED 

IGNITION SWJTCH 

3/4" Mounting Hole 

Switch with Synergy Bezel 
and Accent Rings 

MOUNTING: It is important that the mounting nut be tighten as much as possible 
but it must be done without damaging the mounting nut itself. If you must use a hand 
tool to accomplish this, install one of the colored "O" rings that will not ��""/��;::;::::::,,.. 
be used after final assembly or wrap the nut with three layers 
of masking tape. Continue tightening the nut. Remove the 
tape or and install the final colored 0-ring. We recommend 
keeping the un-used 0-rings in case the switch needs 
re-tightening at a later date. 

SWITCH USED 
WORDING FOR 

BAT Battery Feed 

IGN Ignition Feed 

ACC Accessory Feed 

ST Starter 

CONNECTION DEFINITION 

Requires a battery (hot all the time) wire. 

This wire is hot with the key in the run & crank position. 

This wire is hot with the key in the accessory & run position. 

Terminal is inactive in the crank position. 

This wire hot with the key in the crank position only. 

MOUNTING: It is important that the mounting nut be tighten as much as possible 
but it must be done without damaging the mounting nut itself. If you must use a hand 
tool to accomplish this, install one of the colored "O" rings that will not
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be used after final assembly or wrap the nut with three layers 
of masking tape. Continue tightening the nut. Remove the 
tape or and install the final colored 0-ring. We recommend 
keeping the un-used 0-rings in case the switch needs 
re-tightening at a later date. 

SWITCH USED 
WORDING FOR CONNECTION DEFINITION 

BAT Battery Feed Requires a battery (hot all the time) wire. 

IGN Ignition Feed This wire is hot with the key in the run & crank position. 

ACC Accessory Feed This wire is hot with the key in the accessory & run position. 

Terminal is inactive in the crank position. 

ST Starter This wire hot with the key in the crank position only. 

WIRING: 
Engraved in the black plastic area on 
the base of the switch is abbreviated 
wording defining each stud terminal. 
Follow the chart below for the 
proper connections to the switch. 

Access 24/7, Express, Bare CP-92 & 
Bonz I & II, AP-97, CP-94, Older 

DM-16 Wire Colors Colors 

Red Yellow 

Orange Orange 

Brown Red 

Lt Blue Lt Blue 

WIRING: 
Engraved in the black plastic area on 
the base of the switch is abbreviated 
wording defining each stud terminal. 
Follow the chart below for the 
proper connections to the switch. 

Access 24/7, Express, Bare CP-92 & 
Bonz I & II, AP-97, CP-94, Older 

DM-16 Wire Colors Colors 

Red Yellow 

Orange Orange 

Brown Red 

Lt Blue Lt Blue 


